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Martin Walsh
President 2017 - 2018

Welcome to the latest edition of the V-Sheet and (nearly winter) on the Gold 
Coast.  I had to rug up last week as the temperature dropped below 20 degrees 
celsius!!! If you are in North Queensland, you are probably wondering what 
below 20 feels like.  If you are reading this in Victoria, I guess you are packing 
your bags and coming to the Gold Coast.

We are currently recovering from the Commonwealth Games traffic diversions 
and major event restrictions, which actually did not impact VMR Southport at 
all. In fact it was probably the quietest April on the water in many years.  On 
25th April (Anzac Day), boaties certainly made up for the missed opportunities 
and were on the water ‘En masse’.  I was actually rostered on Green Crew that 
day, and after getting up for the Dawn Service at 0330hrs (please read our Page 
7 article on VMRs participation on ANZAC day) I did not finish my shift until 
2000hrs that evening.  We had all four Rescue vessels on the water performing 
multiple rescues and calls for assistance all day long.

Another task that I needed to personally attend this month was as a participant 
in the Spit Master Plan Community Consultation Process.  The State Minster 
for Planning, along with the Acting Gold Coast Mayor were in attendance, and 
we spent a whole weekend discussing the framework for the Master Plan, also 
hearing input from different community groups interested in voicing an opinion.  
VMR Southport’s position is to ensure safety on the water and to ensure the plan 
does not cause an impediment to providing our rescue services.

Did you know that as well as providing marine assistance to our members 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, we also have Radio Operator’s monitoring all 
communications (radio and telephone) at our Rescue base? Yes, just not business 
hours, but 24/7.  We also currently provide 100% of the Radio Operators at the 
Seaway Tower.  The Queensland Ambulance Service utilise VMR Southport as 
their means of transporting patients from the waterways and nearby islands and 
we also provide assistance to the Queensland Water Police in search and rescue 
missions. These type of activities are our ‘ core business ‘ so please feel comfort 
if you ever need the services of VMR. We perform this community service ONLY 
with the strength of our membership subscriptions and donations.  I thank you for 
your support – your money is being well spent on a great community resource.
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A trip plan, or a float plan in some countries, is really just a set of 
details that you leave with someone so that they can give you meaningful 
support when things go wrong. It is your lifeline when you go out in a 
boat, and it needs to include everything that your land based supporter 
needs to know to get you home safely.

So what should it include?
The first thing is your estimated time of return. This is the time when 

your support needs to start worrying. But you need to stick to it. There 
is no point in having an ETR if you are always late. If you find that you 
will be back later than expected, then you must make contact and extend 
the ETR.

Probably next in importance is where you are going. Where should 
VMR, Water Police etc start looking. Just to give you an idea of how 
important it is, consider this. A couple of years back I spent a day out 
in Marine Rescue 3 searching for a kayaker. He was overdue from the 
previous evening, and four rescue boats, one police boat and 2 police 
jetskis spent 10 hours searching everywhere from Southport Bridge to 
Tipplers Passage and west as far as the Freeway. If he had left a trip plan 
we may have looked up at Jumpinpin, which was where he was finally 
found. None of us expected him to have travelled that far.

A thorough description of the boat is a good idea. When they come 
looking for you, what exactly should they be looking for.

The number of people on board should be there, but I like to go a 
little further. I like to list the names of those going, with their mobile 
phone numbers and their family phone numbers. The mobile numbers 
give so many more ways of contacting the boat. Family numbers help 
keep the families informed if things go wrong.

Your boat name and registration number are a good idea. So are your 
radio call sign and the frequencies that you routinely use. It helps when 
they try to contact you by radio obviously.

As I usually launch from a boat ramp, I like to add the boat ramp 
to my plan. I also include the car and trailer registrations. If the car and 
trailer are at the boat ramp, then I am almost certainly still on the water.

The last thing I include is the actions needed if we are late returning. 
Typically mine reads “If over due by more than an hour, please contact, 
in order, Me - by mobile, Any other crew member - by mobile, VMR 
Southport (55911300) (they have radios) and if still no response, ring 
000”

As I said, your trip plan is your lifeline. If something goes wrong, 
you need someone on land who has your details and knows what to do 
with them.

I have a typed A4 sheet that covers all the essential information 
that doesn’t change. I leave headings and spaces for the things that do 
change. I laminated it and added a magnet to the back, so that I can stick 
it to the fridge. When I leave in the morning I fill in the missing details 
and stick it to the fridge. When people get up they see it and know I’ve 
gone boating. They also know everything they need to know to help me 

Why should I make a trip plan?
by Peter HollidayTrip plans are probably one of the most 

neglected parts of recreational boating. 

get back safely.
If everyone is going, I do exactly the same thing, but I also call a 

reliable friend, tell them we are going, when we will return, and where 
to find the plan. Everyone who backs me up has had a brief training 
session.

A trip plan is so easy to set up, but it can make such a difference 
when things go wrong. Personally, I hope it is never needed, but it is 
there if it is. 
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Aqua Truck
April saw the arrival of a new vessel for the 

Gold Coast Water Police to begin a suitability 
trial on its effectiveness as a Police patrol 
vessel. The new acquisition is a 5.5m Aqua 
truck centre console, built in Tasmania and will 
be the smallest vessel in the Gold Coast Water 
Police’s fleet. This is a new style of vessel 
for the Water Police as it is made from high 
density polyethylene plate or simply plastic. 
Built using the same construction methods as 
a plate alloy boat but said to have a quieter 
and smoother ride. Its fitted with Garmin 
electronics and two 115hp Suzuki four-stroke 
outboards which propel it to a top speed of 
around 40knots.

The main patrol area for the new vessel 
will be the Broadwater, rivers and lakes of the 
Gold Coast and will allow access to shallower 
areas which were previously inaccessible by 
the larger vessels in the fleet.

The Aqua trucks first patrol duties came 
during the Commonwealth Games where it 
was used to conduct venue security and general 
patrols. The Aqua truck will be tested in a 
variety of conditions and situations over the 
coming months to determine its capability as 
a patrol vessel and suitability for other Water 
Police stations around the State.

Navigation Lights
With the longer nights of winter 

Water Police 
test new patrol vessel

by Senior Constable Shannon Gray

approaching it’s a good time to 
refresh people’s understanding on 
navigation lights. Not only is it a 
requirement to display navigation 
lights from sunset to sunrise but 
also in times of limited visibility. 
This includes such environmental 
conditions such as heavy rain and 
fog. The purpose of navigation 
lights is to determine
• the size of the boat
• the angle where you see them 
• the direction the boat is 

travelling 
• if the boat is anchored. 

What lights to display while 
underway seems to be the main 
area of confusion for many 
Gold Coast boaties. In general 
while underway a powered boat 
is required to display port and 
starboard side lights and either an 
all around white light or a Stern and Masthead 
light. Not displaying an all around white light 
while underway is the most common offence 
Water Police encounter at night. Most people 
seem to believe that the all around white light 
is just an anchor light.

Having navigation lights correctly installed 
and operating at the correct time is essential for 
safe navigation at night not only for yourself 
but all other users of the waterways. It could 

also save you $252 which is the infringement 
notice amount for this offence.

If you have any doubts on the lighting 
requirements for your specific vessel, visit the 
Marine Safety Queensland website www.msq.
qld.gov.au  or drop into our station at Main 
Beach and we will be happy to answer any 
questions you have.

Happy boating.



Notable 
Jobs

by Glenn Norris
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A frantic lady called VMR mid afternoon to advise that her 
daughter and pet dog were stranded on the Centre Banks of the 

Broadwater in front of the VMR Base. The mother had left daughter and 
dog to play whilst she returned to shore in their small tinny to collect 
her son. Upon their return the vessel’s engine wouldn’t start, hence 
the daughter and dog becoming stranded. With an incoming tide the 
situation worsened, however, a VMR crew were already on the water 
and able to respond, rescuing the daughter and dog, as well as then 
towing the broken down boat, mother and son to the Labrador boatramp. 
All was going well until the daughter decided the dog needed cooling 
down, letting it drink a bottle of water, resulting in the dog vomiting 
all over the back deck of the VMR boat, creating a smelly mess for all 
aboard to clean up. The dog saw no problems with his actions, jumping 
overboard into the water as soon as the boat landed on the shore.

A recent midnight Ambulance activation caused the patient more 
pain than his intended call for assistance. VMR were requested 

to transport Paramedics and Police to a patient with a head injury 
from a reported fight on a vessel near Runaway Bay. On arrival, the 
patient was assessed by the Paramedics, and spoken to by the Police. 
After determining that it was his foot that was injured, not his head, 
the Ambulance was requested to transport the patient to hospital. As 
the patient was lifted from his vessel to the VMR vessel his mobile 
phone fell from his pocket into the water. In an instant the man tried 
to jump from the VMR boat to retrieve the phone, resulting in him 
having to be restrained by the Police and VMR crew. The night was 
rainy and miserable, it was extremely dark, and phones don’t generally 
float, so at midnight, one should not be entering the water under these 
circumstances. Given that, or the threat of a visit to the Watch House, 
prior to the Hospital, the man calmed down and further enjoyed his trip 
on the VMR boat.

A man called VMR requesting a tow of his broken down jetski in 
the Tipplers area. A crew were dispatched to the man’s location 

to find him and his vessel in a very shallow, inaccessible area. A phone 
call was made to explain to the man that he would need to walk his 
jetski out into deeper water, so that the VMR vessel could get a towrope 
to him. As happens on a lot of occassions, the phone went unanswered 
after several call attempts. Eventually a call back was received and the 
man advised he had fallen asleep under a tree waiting and didn’t hear 

his phone ringing. A towrope was eventually attached and the jetski was 
towed back to Paradise Point. The man was a little embarrassed when 
he realised he had been waiting for less than 25 minutes, and admitted 
it was his day in the sun that caused his tiredness, not a slow response 
from VMR.

A male and female on a jetski arrived at the VMR pontoon 
recently requesting urgent assistance, as the female had injured 

her back / rib area. Unable to move due to her injuries, the Ambulance 
were notified, and quickly arrived at VMR. The two VMR First 
Responders on duty administered pain relief prior to the Ambulance 
arrival. The jetski was tied to the western side of the pontoon and a team 
effort was made to slide the patient from the jetski to a spine board, 
then up onto a stretcher. QAS then transported the lady to hospital. Her 
condition is unknown, but given her pain levels and inability to move, it 
was a very tricky manouvre and good experience for the VMR people in 
attendance given the situation.

An urgent call came to VMR around midday on a recent Sunday, 
advising that a small tinny was being thrown against the rocks 

on the north wall of the Gold Coast Seaway. Two people were on board 
the tinny and needed immediate rescue. VMR quickly dispatched two  
Rescue vessels. The passengers jumped into the water on VMR arrival 
and were successfully rescued. Soon after a wave swell washed the 
vessel off the rocks, where a towrope was attached and the boat could 
be towed to safety with minimal damage. A good quick response from 
VMR saved the day.

Quite often VMR crews hear some pretty ordinary stories of 
how boaties end up needing rescuing. Often its equipment 

malfunction, or the beacons have moved, but a recent excuse was quite 
amusing. A large vessel went aground in the Aldershots after missing the 
second green beacon heading north. From the outset of the call to VMR 
the Skipper blamed his GPS for sending him the wrong way. On arrival 
at the location the crew were unable to assist because of the state of the 
tide and the size of the boat. The Skipper was advised he would need to 
wait until high tide to float off. He then advised the VMR crew that he 
travels that area often, and has made the same trip hundreds of times, 
however, recently he installed a new brand of GPS unit and it had taken 
him in the wrong direction. Just goes to show you should never trust 
change!!!!
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Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport members had 
great pleasure in taking the opportunity to attend 
ANZAC Day Dawn Services at Southport on April 
25. President Martin Walsh layed a wreath at the 
Southport cenotaph, whilst other members also 
attended to flag raising duties and also participating 
in a red flare demonstrations with the Southport Yacht 
Club. The crowds were fantastic at both ceremonies, 
and later in the morning the crews attended the 
10am Southport main service, which also drew a 
large crowd. A number of VMR Southport members 
have given military service in their lifetime, and 
recognising the sacrifices of these members and those 
of every other person, past and present, is critically 
important to this Organisation.

 

LEST WE FORGET
 

LEST WE FORGET

TOP LEFT:  Flares at SYC
TOP RIGHT: Cenotaph at dawn
ABOVE: Members of VMR, SES, AVCG lay wreaths in rememberance
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At VMR Southport,crew members undertake extensive training 
in rescue work with the aim of saving lives.

Not everyday rescues happen, but we need to continually be 
prepared and keep our skills up to date. We never know when the day 
may happen that we need to exercise these skills in a real emergency.

Saturday 28 April started as just another day, and VMR had an 
outrigger canoe club book our Rescue Base for their annual Gold Coast 
Cup event. It was a great day and everyone was in high spirits whilst 
competing in the race throughout the Broadwater.

Suddenly an urgent request was made for a defibrillator. 
A competitor had collapsed and was unresponsive within distance of 

the finish line. He was being bought to shore in a support vessel which 
had been shadowing the canoes for the distance of the race. 

Fortunately a VMR Southport First Responder was on hand to 
retrieve the VMR Southport defibrillator.

In conjunction with the help of a couple of other race competitors, 
they and Glenn Norris, the First Responder were able to successfully 
resuscitate the male patient, and maintain his condition until Emergency 
Paramedics arrived and could take over his treatment.

It’s very important to raise the awareness of having a defibrillator on 
hand at every sporting event and workplace. In conjunction with having 
people trained in administering CPR this process definitely save lives.

With well trained First Responders here at VMR Southport we are 
very proud to have been able to assist in this event.

Well done to Glenn and the team for their great effort.

by Marnie Keith

VMR First Responders 
on hand when needed

First Aiders in training



“Distance Off”: 
It Applies Among The Waves Too!

The temptation to get out amongst the waves when they’re really 
pumping is simply too big for many of us to ignore.

That includes personal watercraft operators and others who favour 
small recreational craft.  And, judging by what we saw from quite a few 
of them when ex-Tropical Cyclone Gita passed by southeast Queensland 
en route to New Zealand, the temptation is in fact so big that it can make 
some of us forget our safety obligations.

On the beaches of the Gold Coast and elsewhere, PWC operators 
and their tow-in companions were out there among the waves whipped 
up by the storm, looking to get their share of the excitement.

Which was all very well, provided they were prepared to abide by 
the law.

The problem was, some apparently weren’t. We saw plenty of 
evidence of PWC operators ploughing through the waves with skiers in 
tow, in close proximity to, and showing scant regard for, swimmers and 
surfers. 

Let’s be clear – the skin, muscle and bones of the average surfer 
or swimmer among the waves are no match for the fibreglass hull of a 
PWC travelling at speed.

In a collision there would be no contest. But it’s equally certain there 
would be not one, but two certain losers – the badly or terminally injured 
surfer or swimmer and the prosecuted PWC operator!

The Transport Operations (Marine Safety) Act1994 establishes a 
general safety obligation on persons involved in the operation of a ship 
(which includes a PWC) not to cause the ship to be operated unsafely. 
The Act further establishes that a ship is operated unsafely if it is 
operated in a way that causes a marine incident. A marine incident can 
include the death or grievous bodily harm to a person caused by a ship’s 
operations, or just danger to a person caused by a ship’s operations.

The maximum penalty for a marine incident that causes the death 
of, or grievous bodily harm to, a person is 5,000 penalty units or 
imprisonment for two years.

When you look at what is provided in the Act there would be little 
point in a PWC operator who has caused death or grievous bodily harm 
to a swimmer arguing that the swimmer should have seen the PWC 

coming. It really wouldn’t matter, because the Act places the obligation 
on the operator of the ship.

However, Maritime Safety Queensland has not been prepared to 
wait for the point to be proved in a court of law.  At the popular beaches 
and inlets of the Gold Coast the potential for tragic interaction between 
swimmers and tow-in surfers is such that MSQ has developed a Tow-in 
Surfing Code of Conduct, endorsed by Surfing Queensland and the Gold 
Coast City Council, that reinforces the intent of the Act by making it 
clear that, among other things:

It is the responsibility of the PWC operator, when not carrying an 
observer and engaged in tow-in surfing, to give right of way to all other 
boating or ocean recreation activities. 

PWC operators must not operate their watercraft at a speed of more 
than six knots within 200 metres of all persons in the water other than 
the person being towed, all paddle surfers in the water, and all other 
ships or watercraft in the water (the “distance off” rule).

The purpose of this article is not to malign PWC operators in 
general.  We know that most PWC riders do so responsibly and in 
compliance with the law.  

But we’re willing to bet that those who exhibit the most need to be 
familiar with the rules are not, by nature, avid readers of legislation or 
codes.  They are probably more likely to be into social media.  So we 
recently created a short video available on the Department of Transport 
and Main Roads Facebook page that gets the essential ‘vibe of the thing’ 
across in just 41 seconds. 

 https://www.facebook.com/TMRQld/videos/1688311457878397/
It’s worth a watch because it just might save a life and prevent a 

prison sentence.  If you know anyone who needs to see it, or who could 
benefit from a refresher on the relevant legislation, we’d be delighted if 
you could share this article or its links with them.

In the meantime we’d simply like to say to any PWC operator 
looking to enjoy the next set of big waves, wherever they may be: by all 
means do so, but observe your “distance off” requirements. There should 
be enough water for everyone. 

Maritime Safety Queensland
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In early 2017 I received notification that 
I had been nominated to carry the Queen’s 
Baton as part of the Queen’s Baton Relay 
( QBR ) for the 2018 Commonwealth Games 
being held here on the Gold Coast.

I was nominated by retired VMR Southport 
Radio Operator, Mr Adrian Wagemakers, who 
believed that after my 22 years of service to 
VMR Southport and VMR Qld, I was a very 
worthy nominee. Adrian started the paperwork 
rolling, and soon after I was contacted by the 
QBR team, who requested I write a history 
of my VMR service to support Adrian’s 
nomination. After doing this I was contacted 
again requesting my permission for a security 
check to be conducted on me. Somehow I must 
have passed, as in late 2017 I was advised that 
I had been chosen to carry the Baton on Golden 
Four Drive at Tugun, on the southern end of the 
Gold Coast. My stretch was 200 metres, and I 
was to run at 0828 hours on Tuesday 3 April 
2018, day 99 of the event. I gladly accepted, 
and Adrian was the first person I told.

Soon, I was to receive an order form for my 
uniform, and by February 2018, I was set to go, 
training 3 hours a day to make sure I looked the 
part on my run. I am joking. Strangely enough 
I was asked if I wanted to walk or run with 
the Baton, and how long I thought it would 
take me to cover the 200 metres, 1 minute, 
greater than 2 minutes and less than 5 minutes, 
or greater than 5 minutes. I chose the middle 
option.

As the day approached I became very 
nervous. I didn’t want to be the only Baton 
carrier to trip or drop the Baton, nor did I want 
to run too fast or too slow, throwing out the 
tight schedule of the Baton Relay.

On the day, I was scheduled to meet at 
Currumbin Surf Club for a briefing prior to 
my leg. I was in awe as I walked into the 
briefing room to meet some of the other 
Baton carriers. There were sports people, 
environmentalists, a school student, and 
a Managing Director of a multi-national 
Company. All of these people had an amazing 
story to tell, hence why they had been chosen. 
None of these people identified as heroes, 

VMR Southport member 
carries the Queen’s Baton

by Glenn Norris
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There were over 20,000 
nominations to carry the Baton. 

Only slightly more than 3800 were 
successful.

ACTiVATiONs fEBrUArY 
2018

MArCH 
2018

APriL
2018

Towed Vessels 39 41 43

Jump Starts 4 4

Pump Outs 2

Transporting 1 2 4

Fire

Standby 1 2

Medical 2 4 4

Searches 1 1 1

Dispersals 2 2

Public Relations 2 5 13

Crew Training 52 61 67

Groundings 2 3 6

Other 2 2

TOTALS 100 127 148

SOME STATSACTIVE  MEMBER 
PROMOTIONS

Active Members who have 
achieved higher ranking

Congratulations to:

RECRUIT
Marnie Keith
Scott James

RADIO OPERATOR
Ron Paterson

Greg Beck

In Queensland there are some 5000 committees, and 
annually the ‘not for profit’ sector contributes more than 
600 million hours of labour to the Australian economy. 
This equates to about 359,700 full time equivalent 
employees. Using the base rate of pay, this equates 
to 3.5% of gross domestic product. In dollar terms 
this is about $16.5 billion dollars’ worth of volunteer 
contributions. The value of your contribution cannot be 
underestimated.



VMR Southport member 
carries the Queen’s Baton

they were everyday people who had 
chosen paths in their lives that they 
were now being recognised for.

As we boarded the bus to travel 
to our respective locations, some of 
the statistics quoted about the Baton 
Relay astounded me. There were 
over 20,000 nominations to carry the 
Baton. Only slightly more than 3800 
were successful. This equated to one 
person being chosen for every 65,000 
Australians. There was only one 
Baton. I thought there were several, 
but as was explained, there is only one 
Queen, so there is only one Baton. 
That one Baton would travel 230,000 
kilometres on this journey. 

Soon I was at my Baton collection 
point. The day was overcast but the 
earlier squally showers had cleared. 
That was a blessing. I didn’t want 
to get my nice new shoes dirty on a 
wet road. Adrian was the first person 
I saw, followed by my family, and 
a very close VMR friend and her 
children. The great friends I live with 
were also there. This was amazing. 

The entourage that follows the 
Baton is huge, Specialist Police, 
Ambulances, Doctors, Media, Baton 
Relay Officials. 51 people I think I 
heard. Some of these people had been 

with the Baton since the day it arrived 
in Australia. A lot of the Baton Relay 
team were volunteers also.

As I looked up, the Baton was in 
the hands of the participant before me, 
my time was near. As I stepped out 
to collect the Baton, the crowd went 
wild.

I had the Baton. A Specialist 
Police Officer approached me, 
shaking my hand whilst giving me 
instructions, don’t deviate, and don’t 
run too fast. Little chance of me doing 
that.

Off I ran, the cheers from the 
spectators were deafening. Everyone 
was running with me. The atmosphere 
was awesome. As I looked up I saw 
the next Baton carrier waiting. My run 
was nearly over.

The gentleman I handed the Baton 
to was wheelchair bound. Amazingly 
he had been released from hospital 
for a 2 hour period just to carry the 
Baton. What an effort. 

As he wheeled off down the road, 
reality struck, my part in the Queens 
Baton Relay was over. What an 
experience, one I will never forget. 
That’s my story, and once again 
thanks to Adrian for his kindness in 
nominating me.
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Photos:
ABOVE LEFT: Glenn carrying the Baton
RIGHT: Meeting Adrian at the start line: 
     The VMR fan club: The family fan club



Rotary teams from Florida and Queensland attended a Rotary 
function at the VMR Southport Base to celebrate the return of the 
Florida Team to the United States of America.

The Florida Team had been on exchange to Rotary District 9640 in 
Queensland / New South Wales for the previous six weeks and it was 
time for them to return home. 

The Australian Team is on its return exchange trip to Florida.
Rotary International has created a new Group Cultural Exchange 

(GCE). This is a hybrid between the traditional Group Study Exchange 
and Rotary Friendship Exchange, and is open to Rotarians and Non- 
Rotarians!

The purpose of the trip is foster International goodwill and 
understanding. Specifically to learn more about other cultures as well as 
teach others about our culture and to help identify service projects that 
can be executed by clubs working together from each District.

The Team will be in homestays in their destination districts. 
Teams are open to Rotarians and non-Rotarians alike who are at 

least 25 years old. Members may go as couples. Upon the team’s return, 
every member is expected to participate in at least 3 club meeting/event 
presentations and the District Conference the next year. Members are 
also expected to help staff the committee for the following year(s).

Rotary Teams visit VMR Base

Australian Exchange Team to Florida 

left to right:
Jacinta Maddigan sponsored by Rotary Club Mermaid Beach – 
vocation; Social Worker
Sarah McGuinness sponsored by Rotary Club Broadbeach – 
vocation; Police Officer
Karen Wibberley, Rotary Club of Ashmore - GCE Team Leader
Melissa Bordin sponsored by Rotary Club Ballina – 
vocation; Educational Services
Brooke Saxby sponsored by Rotary Club Goondiwindi – 
vocation; Media and Events

Team members L to R:
BACK ROW: Jacinta, Greg, Sarah, DG Darrell, Denise, Brooke,
CENTRE ROW: Voncara, Amanda, TL Karen,
FRONT ROW: Bryan, Melissa, TL Fred.
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Gold Coast boaties will soon benefit from the next round of 
dredging in the Broadwater, with the Palaszczuk Government 
progressing dredging works in the area.

 Gold Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA) have awarded the 
contract for the Labrador Channel and North Channel dredging project 
to local Gold Coast company Neumann Contractors Pty Ltd for just 
under $500,000.

 Transport and Main Roads Minister Mark Bailey said the project 
focused on maintaining the depth of the channel network and providing 
access to the Gold Coast Seaway, the Broadwater and the rest of the 
city’s waterways.  “Dredging of these areas will tackle shoaling, with 
the dredged sand to be used for beach nourishment along the Anglers 
Esplanade foreshore and the northern beach of Wavebreak Island,” Mr 
Bailey said.

 “These works are vital to ensure we are sustainably managing Gold 
Coast waterways for everyone who uses them. We have already invested 
$8.5 million in dredging projects in recent years and this project is the 
next step in continuing to improve access to make sure our waterways 
remain world class, safe and accessible for residents and visitors.

 GCWA CEO Hal Morris said the project was the latest in works that 
would further improve access for the region’s boaties.  “Another $14.9 
million is being invested over the next four years including projects 
in the Coomera River, Main Channel and Canaipa Passage to keep the 
waterways open and available to everyone,” Mr Morris said.

 Following the tender process, the contract was awarded to Neumann 
Contractors with works due to start in early May 2018. “We are 
anticipating that the project will be completed by July, which is of 
course dependant on favourable weather and works conditions,” Mr 
Morris said.

 “The North Channel dredging and nourishment of Wavebreak Island 
will begin first with dredging of Labrador Channel and nourishment of 
Anglers Esplanade foreshore to follow.”

 For more information about the project and the Waterways 
Management Program 2017-2021 visit www.gcwa.qld.gov.au 

 To keep up to date with what’s happening on the Gold Coast 
Waterways, like GCWA on Facebook at 

Facebook.com/GoldCoastWaterwaysAuthority

Dredging in the 
Broadwater
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 “Seasickness” is simply “motion sickness that occurs on a 
boat” and is caused by the reaction of the body’s inner ear balance 
system to the unfamiliar motion of a boat.
 To put this into perspective, the movement of the vessel causes 
stress on the balancing portion of the brain.  In turn, the brain sees 
things on the vessel that it knows from past experiences are supposed 
to be non-moving.  However, since these are now moving items and are 
actually moving with the sea and the vessel, the inner ear gets stressed 
and nausea results.

SEASICKNESS
by Glenn Norris

Most who have been to sea, be it in a small fishing boat or 
a large cruise liner have at some stage felt a little bit of 

discomfort within their stomach.

 Nobody is immune from seasickness and an estimated 90% 
of people will suffer from some form of motion sickness during their 
lifetime.
 People who commonly suffer motion sickness in cars, planes 
and on amusement park roller-coasters are normally more prone to 
seasickness.  However, just because one becomes ill on a small boat, 
it doesn’t necessarily result in sickness on a large cruise ship, and vice 
versa for some inexplicable reason.
 Seasickness is not contagious, nor is it a virus, but it is very 
common to become seasick if you are in company of someone who is 
seasick!
 Seasickness usually involves a feeling of nausea, vomiting and 
a general unwell feeling.  However, it can become a medical emergency 
if continual vomiting leads to vomiting of blood.
 Staying busy and keeping your mind occupied are the best 
ways to avoid seasickness.  Staying in fresh air, drinking plenty of water 
and staring at the horizon will also lower the chances of succumbing.
 Many medications are on the market for motion sickness and 
old wives’ tales tell of taking ginger prior to traveling.  I have heard from 
people unknown to each other, that drinking a carton of chocolate milk 
before going to sea can also prevent that nauseous feeling.
 In today’s modern age, most cruise ships are fitted with 
stabilizers that eliminate much of the motion that causes seasickness.  
Surveys have also shown that seasickness is the number one reason 
people who love to travel don’t cruise.  But I believe it is all in the mind.



An internationally acclaimed app is helping Marine Rescue 
NSW volunteers track tens of thousands of vessel voyageseach year.

In 2016-2017 74,299 vessels were Logged On with MRNSW, 
11,714 via the free MarineRescue app. This summer, 4,615 boaters 
used the app to Log On – about 20 per cent of all those in the three 
months from the start of December.

The app enables boaters to Log On and Log Off with Marine Rescue 
NSW via their mobile phone or tablet, transmitting their information 
directly and securely into the service’s online Seahawk vessel tracking 
system.

“Logging On means boaters are telling someone responsible 
where they are going and when they are due to return,” MRNSW 
Commissioner Stacey Tannos said.

“The app is increasingly popular with boaters because it’s quick and 
easy to use.

“It’s the only one that links boaters on NSW waters directly to our 
safety network. It gives them the peace of mind of knowing someone is 
watching over them while they get on with enjoying their day.”

If a boater hasn’t Logged Off as scheduled, MRNSW will take 
steps to locate them. The app can also update a vessel’s position on the 
tracking system every half hour, giving rescue crews a starting point 
for a search operation and saving valuable time in an emergency.

Boaters using the app initially set up a simple profile with a 
description and photo of their vessel, its registration number and their 
contact details. That information is stored in the Seahawk system.

The only new information they need to add before each trip is 
their destination, the number of people on board and how long they 
expect to be out. If the fish are biting, they can easily push that time 
out further.

Commissioner Tannos said the app also took some of the 
pressure off the service’s volunteers, saving radio operators from 
having to enter boaters’ details into the tracking system.

“The radio operator needs to accept the Log On but the automated 
process saves them a lot of time and data input. That’s particularly 
helpful at peak periods, such as early in the morning when a lot of 
boaters are radioing in to Log On as they head out on the water.”

In 2016, the MarineRescue App and associated MRNSW technology 
were recognised in the inaugural International Marine Rescue 
Federation’s HERO (Honouring Excellence in Rescue Operations) 
Awards.

“Other volunteer marine rescue agencies are looking at our vessel 
tracking system,” Mr Tannos said.

At Marine RescuePoint Danger on the NSW-Queensland border,the 
app is an asset during busy periods such as long weekends. 

“You can be Logging On 40 plus boats at once,” Unit Commander 
Glenda Ashby said.

 “The MarineRescue app plays an important role.” 
Many of the boaters who Log On with the unit are setting out on 

fishing trips.
“First and foremost on their mind is fishing,” she said.

IS THIS THE WAY OF THE FUTURE 
FOR BOATIES???

Popular app helps volunteers track vessels  

by Brendan Trembath 

“It does save them time and it’s good for ourradio operators because 
we get that signal straight away.”

One morning in January a boater in an open runabout Logged On via 
the app from the Bayview South Boat Ramp on Pittwater in Sydney’s 
north.He was supposed to return about3pm.

When that time passed with no contact, MRNSW tried calling him 
by marine radio and left messages on his mobile phone.

A local Marine Rescue unit was about to send out a search and 
rescue vessel when the skipper called to advise that he had some engine 
trouble and was working on his boat.

“The safety net works,” Mr Tannos said.
“Thanks to the app and our efficient radio operators, an overdue 

boater was swiftly accounted for.”
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ABOVE: The Three Amigos in VMR colours 
            at the Boat Show 
          .

LEFT: Anyone for a raffle ticket.
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Sanctuary Cove 
Boat Show 2018

by Glenn Norris

Thursday 24 May - Sunday 27 May 2018 again saw Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport attend 
the Sanctuary Cove International Boatshow.

Being the 30th anniversary of this event, we submitted our display application with an open mind, 
and given the record result of the 2017 Boatshow, we were hoping for a great result. 

Once again the plan was to berth our Rescue vessel ‘ Marine Rescue 1 ‘ on E / F arm of the 
Sanctuary Cove Marina for public display and raffle ticket sales, and our smaller vessels were to 
provide transport to visitors to the show who travelled in their own vessels, and anchored in the 
Coomera River near Sanctuary Cove.

As the Boatshow drew closer the weather reports started to look a little dodgy, with rain showers 
predicted at times and winds a little on the strong side. Murphy’s Law, the weather the week before 
was perfect.

It’s rained plenty of times and been windy before in the shows 30 year history so we weren’t 
going to let that dampen our expected result.

Unfortunately on the Wednesday afternoon prior to the show, we experienced a positional 
problem with Marine Rescue 1 in the Marina, and we were forced to execute a ‘ Plan B ‘, which 
resulted in us having to move to a stand on land within the Sanctuary Cove precinct. We found a 
spot at the entrance to D / E wharf onto the Marina, outside the Black Angus bar and restaurant and 
that was to become our home for the 4 days of the show. That again wasn’t going to be an excuse to 
dampen our result either. We’ve had many different positions over many different shows and all have 
been very successful. Let us begin.

Thursday was an exceptional day, raffle ticket sales were high, several people signed up as new 
members to our Organisation, and things were looking really great. Friday came and went, with pretty 
much the same result as Thursday, which was very positive. Saturday arrived, and so did the clouds 
and wind. Undoubtedly these factors kept the crowds down as well, but nonetheless we made the 
most of those who did attend and had another very good day fundraising. Sunday was a very difficult 
day, lots of visitors in the afternoon, but most people were attendees from previous days and had 
already supported us. The skies opened up a couple of times as well, and our figures were well down 
on a usual Sunday. 

Meanwhile, the Boat crews did their part transporting hundreds of people to and from the show. 
A crew was also called away from the show on Thursday to transport a patient on behalf of the 
Queensland Ambulance Service, so that proved we can also multi task when we need to.

All in all though, whilst not a record year for revenue, every member who attended contributed a 
100% effort, and combined VMR Southport had another very good result. VMR Southport did what 
they do best, and that is letting the boating public know what we do, and how we do it. There are 
certainly no complaints. We will be back in 2019.

Thank you again for your support.

TOP: Marine Rescue 4 operating the 
shuttle service at the Boatshow
ABOVE: Senior Skipper John Wise 
in action selling raffle tickets at the 
Boatshow
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DID YOU KNOW that all operators of marine ra-
dios (except 27MHz) are required to hold the appropriate 
qualification to operate the device?

DID YOU KNOW that VMR Southport can assist 
you to obtain a Marine Radio Operators Certificate of 
Proficiency? There are two types of Certificates, the 
SROCP ( Short Range Certificate of Proficiency ) which 
allows an operator to operate VHF marine radio equip-
ment only, and the LROCP ( Long Range Certificate 
of Proficiency ) which allows an operator to operate 
both VHF marine radio equipment and MF/HF marine 
telephony equipment. 

VMR Southport encourages student to self educate 
when it comes to obtaining these certificates. Study 
Manuals are available from our Rescue Base, and ex-
aminations can be conducted at a time that suits both the 
student and the Examiner.

Remember, your marine radio may be your only 
form of communication in an emergency, and you should 
know how to use it.

Marine Radio Operators 
Certificate of Proficiency

For more information on courses go to 
http://www.amc.edu.au/industry/omc/certificates 

or contact VMR Southport on Ph.( 07 ) 55911 300

Working
together

in your
community



Ph: Craig Winch 0417 646 711
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PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT
TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

Performance Cruising and Racing Sails, 
Sail Repairs, Lazy Jack Boom Bags, 
UV Strip Replacement, Sail Furlers, 

Blocks and Ropes.
Contact Graham sherring:  55 377433 

Email:  info@evolutionaust.com.au
27/231 Brisbane road, Labrador 4216

Evolution sailmakers
supporting local and visiting 
sailors to the Gold Coast for 

more than 30 years.
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